
Pentel Pigment Brushpen-
Details and Technicals

So, this was made mostly to not only explain what I
used often but also on the techniques and try to

ease in the fact this tool I use is not as difficult as
most people thinks.
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Forward
So, the thing is this. I used various tools through
my time spent working on my projects. And well,

here is my take. Tools after a while does and
doesn't matter, and what I mean by that is this. If

you are starting out, tools won't matter, in fact
it's better to start with the cheapest things

possible should you want to back out a week or so
in. It's less costly that way. But, if you want to dig
deep and starting to make this hobby or muse a bit

of a sidehustle. 

Well...you might consider an upgrade and
maintenance behind it. 

Out of the various tool used through the years,
The Pentel Pigment Brushpen stood the test of

time. 

It held out, and made plenty of good work that is
worth it's caliber. So to advocate for it here's

why. 

Why should you use the Pentel Brushpen? 

especially the large type cartridge?
Well, unlike the pocket brush pen, these pigment ones are 
substantially has more use out of them, if you think they are 



large and too cumbersome, you clearly have no good method of 
carting your tool around and they don't even weigh much to 
begin with. 
The ink on these lines are pretty good if you as me since, they 
have decent opacity, and they are water resistant. 
Unlike the other lines from pentel the inks on those ones tend 
to bleed or wash out with contact with water. So, it's not so 
preferred for "hard inking".

What can it do that others can't? 
It can

• cover large areas with ink 
• can have very flexible lines and strokes imitating 

many types of techniques
• you can do everything with it if you want to take the 

so-called "one-tool" option
• has a relatively large ink capacity so it might take a 

week or months for it to run out depending on the 
usage and condition
due to it being a self-contained system with 
detectable ink "fuel", there is more convenient and 
one can simply take the tool with them almost 
anywhere. 

• it doesn't need as much maintenance and care like 
regular brushes, so it's good for those starting out 
or needing a less tedious tool
unlike the pentel brushpen, it has lasted longer has 
done more for me in the last few years.



Do you need to take into consideration, when
choosing the tool? 

In my case, I just decided to just have more or
less a bunch of them initially, so it's kind of hard
to say what works best for most people. Given my
experience that I did use a good portion of tools

through my life in a sense that I kind of
understand enough of what works. 

So, it's really a case of preference. But if you were
to choose between the Two sizes. Just take both,

they can use the cartridges made for them and you
mind as well master both of them. 

Like, I can use both sizes to rather more than
adequate levels at this point after a few years in. 



Pentel Pigment Brush

I bought this back in 2017 Dec. I thought it was a good
idea originally since back in 2015. I had the pentel

pocket brush and that was a pretty good thing to use.
So, the idea of having more Ink and it's bristle profile

was different gave me an incentive to try it out.

*So, the thing about this pen 
is that it's using a real bristle 
brush, and it's a notable tool 
with Jake Parker and Kim Jun 

Gi, it may well become a 
staple tool during the 

Inktober seasons...

*The actual pen comes with 
the cartlige so you have to 
remove the red spacer ring 
and break the seal to start 
the inkflow process
It's bristles is white brand 
new but, it will soak up the 
new fresh ink.



Two types of Tips

Fine and Medium 

They both can do pretty detailed work if you ask me, 
since I use both of them. It's just the difference comes
in coverage and the ease of maintaining the line lines or 
brush strokes.

It's all in the pressure and the angle of how one holds 
the brush, if you get this basic principle of how a brush, 
especially ones with inking in mind, you'll go far.



Holding The Tool

Hold the Brush in a more or less a straight top down
level, about a 20-30 angle will do to keep the ease for

your arm, but learn to drawn with not your wrist but your
fore arm in mind.

*all about angle, since more angle you give 
away from the 90 degrees, the more you 
are going to have more flex and give and 

the lines will be more or less a bit wobbly 
and not as straight



 Difference 

Holding it like a pencil is somewhat fine, but due to how 
the bristle form, it's going to not have the most 
consistent line or stroke, this comes the fact it's a 
bristle and not a hard ballpoint or pencil lead, it's just 
the psychical properties are that much more different.

This in turn goes into the pressure. Hard things don't 
really flex as much when the pressure is on, but 
something with give like a bristle will bend and make an 
impression on the paper.

*mind you, it's 
A real brush, it 
Will always have 
a different 
feedback and 
properties than 
A tool like pencil 
or pen



How much flex and pressure

Pressure wise use the weight of the pen or brush more 
or less, less pressure is for fine lines, more pressure can 
be used for blacking out sections or broad strokes, but 
if done excessively, it can screw up the bristles. You'll 
know when it's not a good sign.

*More pressure 
more flex
And more 

impression 

*But if done 
in an erratic 
manner it can 
screw up the 
bristles in 
the long run



Bristle Conditions

There are cases where the bristles do funny things, it's
quite common in the cheap ones or those which have been
disrespected and abused. 'See, the brush issue tend to
go much farther than most people imagine because it

gets into more problems.

*from splayed out bristles
 to worn out tips,
 these are the typical issues
 asscoiated with brushes. 
Abrasive habits and even cleaners can cause the rapid 
deteriation of the tools, consider care.



Ink Flow and Techniqes

Ink can flow out in a strange way when 

using the brushpen, since it does have a 

regulator of sort than controls the 

flow of the ink, sometimes the ink is "just right", dry, to 
even overtly "wet". Just right will do for those precision 
or intent driven strokes.

Dry is best used on rough paper but can be somewhat
simulated on finer grade paper, larger brushes and brand

new ones tend to show this east asian effect well.

wet, either you want to black out large sections or heavy
strokes, it's not the most controllable and it's not really

recommended for most things. 



Ink Quality

The Ink is rather opaque and is realistically reliant to
water, but it's depending on how fresh it was inked and

if the paper type is absorbent to the ink too.

If it's done in a wash manner, it's not a cool grey but a
somewhat neutral or warm type of wash the ink can be

done for.

*fine tip's 
brush strokes 

*medium 
tip's brush 

strokes



Cartridge System and Flow

So, the Ink does flow a lot if you press into the
cartridge. It's quite reactive that way and if done so,

you may end up overflowing the brushtip and dripping the
thing. Consider controlled presses.

* just learn to press on the cartigue 
since it's not a hard body, it's quite 

flexible and ink WILL flow if done 
excessively



Key traits you should have when using the tool.

• Discipline-you better have it or else you wont get
past the initial

• Angle of Holding

• Pressure Control

• Understand the Bristle's properties

• Precise hand-eye

• Ability to plan where to ink

Final Thoughts
A lot of these so-called techniques aren't really

advanced but basic moves that when done in a combo, it
will give the illusion of complexity.

Think of your Brushpen like a Samurai Sword, learn to
make your slashes and stabs with intent, and don't hold

back. Just go for it.

Technical skill with the sheer mental horsepower to work
on these traits is more important than working on making
your so-called magus opus when starting out. Chances are

you might even give up since the struggle of using a
brushpen or god forbid the straight inking brush. It's a



rather demanding tool and most people tend to not really
bring out the tool's full ability in day and age.

prove your worth

to purchase one of these
 here is a link to where I got them personally.

https://www.jetpens.com/Pentel-Pigment-Ink-Brush-Pen-
Extra-Fine/pd/10976

https://www.jetpens.com/Pentel-Pigment-Ink-Brush-Pen-
Medium/pd/10975

https://www.jetpens.com/Pentel-Brush-Pen-Cartridge-
Black-Pigment-Ink/pd/2418

for those who wants the amazon route

https://www.amazon.com/Pentel-Color-Pigment-Medium-
FP5MBPA/dp/B005JDEXD8/ref=sr_1_4?

keywords=pentel+brush+pen+pigment&qid=1575012105&s
r=8-4

https://www.amazon.com/Pentel-Color-Brush-Pigment-
FP5FBPA/dp/B00CWH26Z6/ref=sr_1_2?

keywords=pentel+brush+pen+pigment&qid=1575012105&s
r=8-2

https://www.jetpens.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Pentel-Color-Brush-Pigment-FP5FBPA/dp/B00CWH26Z6/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=pentel+brush+pen+pigment&qid=1575012105&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Pentel-Color-Brush-Pigment-FP5FBPA/dp/B00CWH26Z6/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=pentel+brush+pen+pigment&qid=1575012105&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Pentel-Color-Brush-Pigment-FP5FBPA/dp/B00CWH26Z6/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=pentel+brush+pen+pigment&qid=1575012105&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Pentel-Color-Brush-Pigment-FP5FBPA/dp/B00CWH26Z6/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=pentel+brush+pen+pigment&qid=1575012105&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Pentel-Color-Pigment-Medium-FP5MBPA/dp/B005JDEXD8/ref=sr_1_4?keywords=pentel+brush+pen+pigment&qid=1575012105&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.com/Pentel-Color-Pigment-Medium-FP5MBPA/dp/B005JDEXD8/ref=sr_1_4?keywords=pentel+brush+pen+pigment&qid=1575012105&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.com/Pentel-Color-Pigment-Medium-FP5MBPA/dp/B005JDEXD8/ref=sr_1_4?keywords=pentel+brush+pen+pigment&qid=1575012105&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.com/
https://www.jetpens.com/Pentel-Brush-Pen-Cartridge-Black-Pigment-Ink/pd/2418
https://www.jetpens.com/Pentel-Brush-Pen-Cartridge-Black-Pigment-Ink/pd/2418
https://www.jetpens.com/Pentel-Pigment-Ink-Brush-Pen-Medium/pd/10975
https://www.jetpens.com/Pentel-Pigment-Ink-Brush-Pen-Medium/pd/10975
https://www.jetpens.com/Pentel-Pigment-Ink-Brush-Pen-Extra-Fine/pd/10976
https://www.jetpens.com/Pentel-Pigment-Ink-Brush-Pen-Extra-Fine/pd/10976


https://www.amazon.com/Pentel-Color-Pigment-Refills-
FRPBP2A/dp/B016PE4VG8/ref=sr_1_6?

keywords=pentel+brush+pen+pigment&qid=1575012180&s
r=8-6

https://www.amazon.com/Pentel-Color-Pigment-Refills-FRPBP2A/dp/B016PE4VG8/ref=sr_1_6?keywords=pentel+brush+pen+pigment&qid=1575012180&sr=8-6
https://www.amazon.com/Pentel-Color-Pigment-Refills-FRPBP2A/dp/B016PE4VG8/ref=sr_1_6?keywords=pentel+brush+pen+pigment&qid=1575012180&sr=8-6
https://www.amazon.com/Pentel-Color-Pigment-Refills-FRPBP2A/dp/B016PE4VG8/ref=sr_1_6?keywords=pentel+brush+pen+pigment&qid=1575012180&sr=8-6
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